Navigating Among Known Structures in Protein Space.
Present-day protein space is the result of 3.7 billion years of evolution, constrained by the underlying physicochemical qualities of the proteins. It is difficult to differentiate between evolutionary traces and effects of physicochemical constraints. Nonetheless, as a rule of thumb, instances of structural reuse, or focusing on structural similarity, are likely attributable to physicochemical constraints, whereas sequence reuse, or focusing on sequence similarity, may be more indicative of evolutionary relationships. Both types of relationships have been studied and can provide meaningful insights to protein biophysics and evolution, which in turn can lead to better algorithms for protein search, annotation, and maybe even design.In broad strokes, studies of protein space vary in the entities they represent, the similarity measure comparing these entities, and the representation used. The entities can be, for example, protein chains, domains, supra-domains, or smaller protein sub-parts denoted themes. The measures of similarity between the entities can be based on sequence, structure, function, or any combination of these. The representation can be global, encompassing the whole space, or local, focusing on a particular region surrounding protein(s) of interest. Global representations include lists of grouped proteins, protein networks, and maps. Networks are the abstraction that is derived most directly from the similarity data: each node is the protein entity (e.g., a domain), and edges connect similar domains. Selecting the entities, the similarity measure, and the abstraction are three intertwined decisions: the similarity measures allow us to identify the entities, and the selection of entities influences what is a meaningful similarity measure. Similarly, we seek entities that are related to each other in a way, for which a simple representation describes their relationships succinctly and accurately. This chapter will cover studies that rely on different entities, similarity measures, and a range of representations to better understand protein structure space. Scholars may use publicly available navigators offering a global representation, and in particular the hierarchical classifications SCOP, CATH, and ECOD, or a local representation, which encompass structural alignment algorithms. Alternatively, scholars can configure their own navigator using existing tools. To demonstrate this DIY (do it yourself) approach for navigating in protein space, we investigate substrate-binding proteins. By presenting sequence similarities among this large and diverse protein family as a network, we can infer that one member (pdb ID 4ntl; of yet unknown function) may bind methionine and suggest a putative binding mechanism.